
Curb Appeal Basics to Attract Buyers
 

  

Curb appeal is the overall visual attractiveness of your home when viewed from the 
street. It is the first impression a prospective buyer has of a home.  Even if your 
house is a palace, if it isn't presented well from the outside, lookers will likely drive 
right on by—perceiving the property to be worth less than the true market value, by 
up to 15%. Whatever you can do to improve curb appeal will be a worthwhile 
investment. Some simple basic improvement can often be the difference in attracting 
buyers, without spending large sums on an extreme makeover. 

Clean Up the Obvious Defects 
First clear away clutter and obvious messes before embarking on any curb appeal upgrades. Remove any rotting 
material and debris in or around the home exterior, including roof gutters and sidewalks. Get rid of weeds, 
leaves and tree limbs overhanging the structure or street.  A beautiful home is often obscured by too much 
overgrowth near the front of the house or near the street. Trim or completely remove, if necessary, problematic 
shrubs and plants, which distract too much from the essential features and charm of your home. Ensure the 
exterior is clean. Use a pressure washer or paint the siding for a sure maintenance facelift.  Then make sure all 
the windows shine. With the basic structure clean and visible, you and everyone else can better recognize the 
home's potential. 

Focus on the Front Entrance 
To make the home look inviting, do things, which draw the eye to the front door. A simple strategy is to paint 
the door with a distinctive color, one, which will also complement the rest of the exterior. Adding molding 
around a front door adds rich architectural detail and a look of homey security. Have a welcome mat, but keep 
its message generic since buyers want the place to feel like their home.  Make sure house numbers show clearly 
from the street. Polish and clean any tarnished hardware and light fixtures around the entrance and add new 
matching hardware if necessary. You can further enhance the inviting atmosphere with a bench or some potted 
plants. 

Warm Up Walkways and Driveways 
Walkways add warmth to front curb appeal, but those made of flat white-gray concrete can appear cold. 
Concrete can soon overwhelm a property as with large driveways in the foreground of so many homes. 
Resurfacing solutions have become sophisticated and surprisingly economical. You can subdue harsh looking 
concrete surfaces with textured stains, made to look like almost any type of stone. A less labour-intensive and 
economical option is to use a colour concrete resurfacer. 

Details for Final Ambience 
Since homebuyers often drive by during the evening, exterior lighting is fitting for adding ambience to the curb 
appeal of your home. An up-lighted glow along walkways, under trees or around other landscaping evokes an 
idyllic setting. For a nominal cost, you can add self-automated solar panel lighting, which fully recharges during 
daylight hours and requires no wiring.  Window boxes and small container gardens are other common, but tried 
and true, accents to quickly make a house look and feel like a home. 
From clean up to detailing, the little things will go a long way in selling curb appeal. 
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